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There’s

a

big

change

hitting

telecom vendor landscape as well

are being developed. As the vendor

the telecoms industry right now.

as the way network-based services

pool continues to diversify and

Hardware and software are being

are bought and sold. If these long-

operators work more closely with

decoupled with cost coming out

term movements play out, the in-

hypsercalers to understand how

of the former and strategic invest-

dustry appears to be at a moment of

cloud economics can reshape net-

ments shifting to the latter. This

heightened vendor diversification

work capital and operating costs,

sea change could serve to threaten

and, potentially, heightened com-

will the classic economic process

the long-standing business models

petition. But, if we take a historical

of creative destruction play out

of large, incumbent network equip-

look, this could suggest an eventu-

and help innovation flourish? As

ment providers (NEPs), and allow

al wave of consolidation similar

originator Joseph A. Schumpeter,

more nimble innovators to embrace

to what played out in the past two

an Austrian economist, described

this software- and cloud-first mod-

decades. Nokia acquired Motorola’s

creative destruction: “The opening

el to capture market share. Simul-

network infrastructure portfolio in

of new markets, foreign or domes-

taneously,

are

2010, Siemens’ network business in

tic, and the organizational devel-

working to protect their positions

2013, then bought Alcatel-Lucent in

opment from the craft shop and

by shuffling executives, strategies

2016; Alcatel Lucent itself was the

factory floor to such concerns…

and hunting for acquisition oppor-

result of a 2006 merger between

illustrate the same process of in-

tunities. In this landscape where in-

French firm Alcatel and U.S.-head-

dustrial mutation…that incessant-

novators are perhaps equally likely

quartered Lucent. Ericsson also

ly

to be the next big thing or be swal-

notably acquired Canadian firm

structure from within, incessantly

lowed and stifled by legacy leaders,

Nortel’s CDMA and LTE assets in

destroying the old one, incessantly

it all comes down to delivering the

2009. Fast forward to present and

creating a new one.”

performance operators demand at

the groups like the O-RAN Alliance,

On the other hand, can consol-

a price they can afford.

an operator-led consortium, is re-

idation and vendor lock-in stifle

searching,

testing

innovation and perpetuate exist-

gagements between operators and

and commercializing interoperable

ing business model and product

hyperscalers focused on putting

radio access network hardware and

development

business and network workloads

software components.

that incessant flow? No, according

incumbent

NEPs

Beyond the current types of en-

into the cloud, there’s another layer
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standardizing,

Momentum is gathering behind

revolutionizes

the

focuses,

economic

hindering

Nobel prize winning former World

here focused on monetizing private

RAN

both

Bank Chief Economist Joseph E.

cellular connectivity for enterprise

5G- and 6G-related implications,

Stiglitz. Reflecting on Schumpeter’s

users. These multiple vectors of

and the strategies for the move to

concept, he wrote: “An innovator

partnership and competition set

cloud-native that comes in tandem

could, through a new product or

the stage for a re-framing of the

with the upgrade to Standalone 5G

lower costs of production, establish

disaggregation

with
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a dominant position in a market.

process of creative destruction. His

from integrated hardware stacks

But eventually, that dominant posi-

fears, so far, have been unfounded;

to programmable, software-based

tion would be destroyed, as another

indeed, many of the largest firms…

network

new product or process was invent-

have not been able to manage the

commodity hardware, as well as

ed. [Schumpeter} worried that the

innovative process in a way that

bringing the flexibility and scale of

giant corporations he saw being

keeps up with upstart rivals.”

centralized and distributed cloud

formed during his lifetime would
stifle

innovation

and

end

this

So, as the telecom industry eyes
an evolution involving a move

functions

running

on

compute and storage to bear, what
happens next?

Software development to enable
‘rapid innovation’
tion where you had to make a pivot towards
a software-first type of organizational model,
how would you do that?

A

software disaggregation and the

move to cloud native, what do you think is

I think fundamentally it requires a

going to happen to the vendor landscape

change in mindset. All the key stake-

over the next few years?

holders in the organization have to understand that. Hardware and software both have
a unique role to play in any network. But it

A Q&A with Anil Bhandari,
Vice President, Product
Management, Altiostar (A
Rakuten Symphony company)

Q

Given the trends around hardware/

A

I see a couple of trends. One, the
softwareization of the radio access

networks is going to lower the barriers of

is the software where one has the option to

entry for newer players to enter the market.

bring rapid innovation in terms of feature de-

That will bring more competition to the RAN

livery and simplification of network operations

market. Over a period of time, there is a lot

through programmability. I think once this as-

of consolidation that has happened in the

pect is clear, then everybody in the organiza-

industry and that has reduced the competi-

tion can be aligned.

tion. I think this will bring more competition.

Another aspect is on the services side. It’s

Second, operators will be increasingly in-

very important for everybody to understand

volved in the design and architecture of their

Along with the move to open and cloud

that services delivery can be simplified both in

networks compared to their level of involve-

RAN, we’re seeing incumbent NEPs em-

terms of deployment services and operational

ment today. And we are already seeing this.

phasize software development. Altiostar has

services by bringing automation and through

Operators are deeply involved and that

always been a software-first company. Can you

AI/ML in software. This is another realization

will help them come out with solutions

share some perspective around what it takes

that should dawn upon the team, and they

whereby they can truly differentiate their

organizationally to maintain that focus on soft-

should focus on simplifying the service deliv-

networks from the other networks. This will

ware development? And if you were in a posi-

ery- and operations-related aspects.

be another opportunity that Open RAN

Q
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brings to operators.

Q

As part of our discussion around network disaggregation and Open RAN,

could you give us an update on the 1&1 network deployment in Germany and highlight
some of the outcomes you would expect coming from that Open RAN approach being used?

A

1&1 will be the largest greenfield
Open RAN network in Europe. Rakuten

Symphony has taken the lead as the system
integrator as well as network designer. The
key outcomes that we are expecting as part
of 1&1 are similar to what we have already
seen with our deployment of Rakuten Mobile
in Japan, which is, first and foremost, automation. There’s a lot of emphasis on automation, including use cases like self-healing and
automated deployment. Second outcome that
we expect, and this has been observed in the
Japan deployment as well, is that we will be

Incumbent NEPs are pivoting to
software

4

delivering world-class KPIs in this network. And

frequencies, the number of base stations is

thirdly, we’ll be deploying advanced capabili-

going to increase further from what we have

ties, one example being massive MIMO. All this

today for 5G.

should result in minimization of TCO for1&1.

Q

You discussed AI and automation ca-

terfaces. Those will become reasonably

pabilities that can come from Open

important for multi-technology coexistence

RAN. While it’s still very early in the 6G
cycle, there’s already discussions around
some of the learnings from Open RAN being
pulled forward and helping define what 6G
will be. What work being done today around
Open RAN do you think is applicable to what
will be 6G?

A

Also, we are also emphasizing open in-

and cooperation.

Q
A

Could you give us an update on Altiostar
post-acquisition by Rakuten Group?
We are very excited to be part of the
Rakuten family. We continue to main-

tain our same relentless focus that we had as
Altiostar now that we are part of Rakuten Sym-

I think the architectural principles that

phony. We continue to maintain that relentless

are being evolved as part of Open RAN

focus in providing Open RAN solutions to our

right now for 4G and 5G will be must haves

customers. And we continue to work with our

for 6G. 6G is all about multi-technology coex-

partners also with the same collaboration and

istence. I think all this directly plays into what

cooperation. From our perspective, being part

is being done with Open RAN. With Open RAN

of the Rakuten family provides us access to

we are emphasizing AI/ML for managing the

more resources and innovative solutions that

networks. And when you have these higher

are part of the Rakuten Symphony portfolio.

more than a year ago.

systems.” He called out the “broad

Let’s rewind to the third quarter

opportunity for Nokia to provide

In mid-November, incumbent net-

of 2020. Ericsson CEO Börje Ekholm,

a trusted, software-led and cloud-

work equipment providers Ericsson

speaking on an earnings call in Oc-

based network capability that can

and Nokia made major service pro-

tober last year, said, “We think the

be rapidly integrated, deployed and

vider software announcements, the

industry will be more of a software

self-managed as a complete service.”

former around service management

industry longer-term so that’s crit-

Ericsson’s Intelligent Automation

and orchestration and the latter on

ical for us to position ourselves in

Platform for service management

a multi-faceted SaaS offering. These

that.” His peer at Nokia, CEO Pek-

and orchestration is meant to help

launches are indicative of the move

ka Lundmark, also speaking on an

CSPs

away from hardware-based and

earnings call late last year, said, “We

mance, enable operational efficien-

toward

revenues

see value migrating from integrated

cy and deliver enhanced customer

which both firms discussed a little

systems to cloud-native software

experience.” Ericsson described the

software-based

“optimize

network

perfor-
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new platform as “in line with Open
RAN principles, taking automation
forward with support for diverse
vendors and multiple radio access
network technologies.”
Eyeing commercial availability
Image courtesy of Ericsson

early next year, Nokia announced
a SaaS product covering analytics,
security and data management.
Nokia President of Cloud and Network Services Raghav Sahgal said
in a statement: “The convergence
of 5G, cloud native software and
SaaS creates a great and fast-growing opportunity for Nokia. With the
groundwork we’ve already been

summarized

talking

Marc Andreessen wrote: “More and

laying, our SaaS delivery frame-

points in an August blog post:

more major businesses and indus-

work is in a very strong competitive

“The first topic — the one that

tries are being run on software and

position. It enables a combination

captured the headlines — was the

delivered as online services — from

of rapid time to value with on-de-

need to shift the focus of R&D,

movies to agriculture to national

mand access for Nokia SaaS appli-

product development and, even-

defense. Many of the winners are

cations and low cost of ownership,

tually, value and revenue gener-

Silicon Valley-style entrepreneur-

based on a pay-as-you-go / pay-as-

ation from hardware to software.

ial technology companies that are

you-grow commercial model.”

This will free Huawei from some

invading and overturning estab-

Of the three biggest NEPs, Hua-

of the restrictions imposed by the

lished industry structures.”

wei is also moving toward software

U.S. and other countries, which

Whether we’re witnessing the nat-

albeit based more on geopolitical

mostly target hardware. Software

ural evolution of incumbent ven-

challenges rather than an embrace

can run on third-party hardware,

dor portfolios or disruption from

of open network principles. CEO

and this will make it more diffi-

“entrepreneurial technology com-

Ren Zhengfei, in an internal pre-

cult to prevent Huawei’s entrance

panies” is up to the market to de-

sentation earlier this year, covered

into a market.”

cide but, regardless, software-based

the topic with employees.
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Zhengfei’s

In his landmark “Why software is

services will be essential to deliv-

Analyst Monica Paolini, founder

eating the world” essay from 2011,

ering on the promise of 5G-enabled

and president of firm Senza Fili,

investor and software engineer

digital transformation.
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The RAN ecosystem is ‘just too small’

get into system integration, to become an SI.
We are working with RAN vendors and cloud
software vendors and core network vendors to
get their software into our labs so that we can
train ourselves up. And we’ll have agreements
with those companies and have the technical

operators over the world. Dell, could you step
up to do this?

Q

Given the scope of Dell as an organization, what you do with enterprise, what

you do with edge, nd now what you’re doing

interchange, the knowledge transfer, so that we

with telecom, what’s the opportunity there for

can go ahead and do that testing because, as

these sort of very customized private networks

an SI, you have to have a strong system integra-

and service of large enterprise and industrial

tion testing program to underpin that. So we’re

companies?

in the process of building out those capabilities. We believe that we can provide a neces-

A Q&A with Charlie Martin,
Senior Consultant, Open RAN
Product Management, Dell
Technologies

asked to do this. We’ve been asked by many

sary capability to the operators out there, the

A

You could argue that the opportunity for
private mobility is actually larger than

the opportunity for what I call public mobility.

network operators, but also be partners with the

Traditional cellular RAN as we know it today,

vendors of core and RAN software. To be inte-

if you really think about what LTE and 5G fo-

gration testing partners with them.

cused on, LTE was very, very simple. It was just

But [we have] also an aspiration one day to

high speed internet access. If you really go

Could you lay out the big picture vision

become turnkey providers. One of the models

back and you look at 3GPP documents and

for Dell Technologies’ Telecom Systems

that the operators like to have is…the single

what they were building LTE for, it was just one

Business unit, and share your view on the mar-

hand to shake. And so they’re still looking for

thing. Can I provide higher speed, better LTE

ket opportunity there?

that. The way things are going with standards

access out there. And it was mostly consum-

Most people today probably know Dell

and disaggregation, it’s possible for an oper-

er-focused. Now when you go to 5G though,

Technologies as a major provider of

ator to be the system integrator. They could

10-plus years later, now the operators have

computers and laptops and servers to the en-

take that on themselves. But in many cases

this 10 years of experience in LTE and they are

terprise market. And if you look at what’s going

they haven’t been taking that on themselves.

seeing in the enterprise space, there’s a huge

on, what’s been happening for the last sev-

And so they’re looking for somebody to con-

demand for…differentiated quality of service,

en, eight years with NFV, software decoupled

tinue that model. So they’re looking at us; can

higher priority access.

from and deployed on COTS hardware, COTS

we be a turnkey provider? Can we resell all

That’s what the private RAN thing is about,

hardware, commercial off-the-shelf hardware,

of the components that are in the solution?

is that I’ve got these new use cases, like for

that’s us. And so that’s kind of a given but the

Can we provide the hardware, but can we also,

example, automated manufacturing, autono-

way we look at it right now is that we would like

if we don’t make the software ourselves, can

mous cars, mission critical communications,

to be much more than that. Yes, we’re going to

we resell the software and then provide sup-

that require a much higher degree of quality

supply hardware that’s going to underpin RAN

port. Level one, level two support. And then of

of service and priority than your standard con-

networks and core networks and all that in the

course, level three support would come from

sumer services. If you look at the enterprise

wireless space. But the world’s asking us to

the original vendor, sign up for SLAs, etc,

space on all the use cases, there’s a huge

take a bigger role than that. And so a couple of

etc…So we do have this aspiration. It is not

number of use cases out there. And that gets

the roles they’d like for us to take on is one to

completely born out of ourselves, we’ve been

into ultra reliable, low latency communica-

Q
A
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tions, massive machine type communications,

Huawei come in. But what’s happened now is

99% plus on 3GPP specifications. But Open

combinations of those use cases. And so the

with some of the geopolitical issues that we

RAN has come in and is now defining proto-

private RAN opportunity is huge. And one of

have, some of the vendors are no longer in fa-

cols, interfaces, and capabilities that can work

the intersections with us is that we’re kind of

vor in those marketplaces.

on top of the 3GPP architecture. For example,

known as being a company that has a very big

So what we’ve got is a situation where

RIC, Ran Intelligent Controller, lot of work being

reach in the enterprise space. So we think it’s

we’ve got an ecosystem that is just too small.

done on that. That work is being done by Open

a huge opportunity for us too

It’s just too small. And that causes all kinds

RAN Alliance. And if you look at the Open RAN

Regarding hardware/software disag-

of issues to the operator, which is in terms of

Alliance, I think every operator in the world…

gregation in the RAN, could you frame

lack of choice, lack of control, restricted de-

has joined the Open RAN Alliance…They still

for us why this is a focus area for operators,

ployment models, slow time to market for new

recognize the need to open up the space. So

including TCO but other, less straightforward

services, higher TCO.

those would be the three biggies

Q

considerations?

A

Q

If you take that historical perspective,

There’s a number of big motions that

this whole idea of virtualized network functions

have been in progress really for the last

deployed on COTS hardware. And that was the

20 years. The first stage of disaggregation was

European Telecommunications Standards In-

project it forward, what does it mean for the tele-

separating the baseband unit from the radio

stitute seven, eight years ago, really starting

com vendor ecosystem over the next five years?

head. And that happened quite a while ago,

to push this idea of decoupling the software

like more than 10 years ago, probably 15 years

from the hardware, making it virtualized soft-

ago. And now we’re to the stage where we’re

ware and then the COTS hardware, which is

disaggregating the BBU. Now we’re breaking it

where Dell came in. And so this was another

doing that interaction with each other on any

up into two pieces, the CU and DU. But if you

motion of disaggregation, call it disaggregat-

part of their RAN solution. In the world of core,

look at what’s been happening in the market,

ing the software from the hardware.

it has gone open. In the world of RAN, it’s a

what led to this?

8

The second big motion that happened was

combine it with trends around virtualiza-

tion, cloudification, COTS hardware, etc…, and

A

We’re meant, and what the operators
really want, is a world going forward

where their vendors will cooperate with them,

And then that brings in network virtualiza-

work in progress. So we have our vendors…in

First of all, the issues that we have today,

tion. So vRAN. If you talk about vRAN, that’s

the brave new world of Open RAN who arecom-

1. the RAN vendor ecosystem is too small.

what we’re doing here. This whole model of

pletely committing to Open RAN. Existing NEPs

There used to be seven big vendors 20 years

NFV on COTS hardware by definition has al-

such as Ericsson and Samsung and Nokia are

ago, and that was Ericsson, Nokia, Alcatel,

ready happened in the core. Today’s core net-

still working through that process themselves

Lucent, Nortel, Motorola, and Siemens. Those

works, 4G, 5G core networks, virtualized. 3GPP,

of going to that model. And the first step they’ll

seven companies are now two companies. The

by definition, required that the core is based

take is going vRAN.

five brands that have disappeared in terms

on virtualized network functions for 5G. So it’s

We’re seeing similar thoughts coming out

of wireless networking have been absorbed

a done deal in the core. Now it’s coming to the

of the other RAN vendors, which is that they

into Ericsson and Nokia. And then we have

RAN. And so we have this ability for vRAN…

need to become a software company. So we

Samsung there. Samsung was actually there

but also it lends itself to cloudification. So

see that they will form plans, work with ven-

from the start 25 years ago. And they survived

now you get the benefits of virtualization in the

dors like ourselves on the hardware side to go

through all the ups and downs of the market-

cloud. So, that was the second big motion.

vRAN and then over time it’ll be a negotiation

place. And now they’ve been making a lot of

The third big motion was the coming of the

progress in the last 10 years. And then we had

Open RAN Alliance. So wireless today is based

between the vendors and their customers and
about going completely Open RAN.

Open, Agile &
Virtualized RAN

Automate your mobile network, increase vendor
diversity, and start reducing total cost of ownership
with Altiostar, the largest commercially deployed
4G & 5G open vRAN solution in the world.

Automate the
Network
• Eliminate manual processes
in deploying and maintaining
your RAN
• Optimize distributed unit (DU)
and centralized unit (CU)
configurations and deployments
• Benefit from self-healing
networks

Increase
Vendor Diversity

Reduce
TCO

• Un-silo your network and avoid
vendor lock-in

• Reduce total hardware footprint
and number of onsite units

• Avoid margin stacking from
one vendor

• Dramatically reduce physical
site visits and commissioning
process

• Keep up with technology
innovation

• Reduce costs around network
management

Automate the
Want to learn more? Get in touch with us at info@altiostar.com
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Is a network open if it’s sold as a

delivering RCP globally as Chief

an interview during Mobile World

pre-integrated solution?

Executive Officer of new organiza-

Congress Los Angeles. As far as the

tion Rakuten Symphony.

outlook for the platform, Rakuten

Since joining Rakuten Mobile as
Chief Technology Officer, Tareq

“This has been absolutely exciting

sees a 12-figure opportunity. “When

Amin’s priorities have expanded

to get from the idea of running a

we looked at the total addressable

from building a cloud-native net-

mobile network to taking the four

market,” Amin said, “…the forecast

work in Japan to packaging that

years of lessons learned and pack-

of $130 billion spent by 2030 is very

approach into the Rakuten Commu-

aging it into our new platform,”

realistic. This is a business that’s all

nications Platform (RCP) and now

Amin told RCR Wireless News in

in or nothing.”
The largest-scale public deal Rakuten Symphony has one is with
1&1 in Germany. Discussing that engagement, Amin said, “Rather than
using [PowerPoint] presentations,
we started logging into the system
of Rakuten Mobile. This included a
look at key network performance
metrics and details of infrastructure provisioning, which Rakuten
has invested heavily in automating. “All these systems coming
alive, all this resonated with them
really, really well.”
Amin has described Japanese
consumers as “quality-obsessed”
and

shared

anecdotal

stories

about customers who experience a
dropped call or otherwise sub-optimal network experience sharing
their stories far and wide on so-

“We want to be a platform provider…that enables future customers to
move toward a far more agile, digitized, cloud-/software-enabled DNA.”
Tareq Amin, CEO, Rakuten Symphony; CTO, Rakuten Group
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cial media. This led to the development of new service assurance
tools that went from generalized
customer

experience

measures

Image courtesy of Rakuten Symphony
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to

drilling

down

to

“accurate

Dish says will enable the use of AI

criticism that it’s cultivating a new

empirical data” at an individual

and ML to operate and optimize

type of vendor lock-in, something

subscriber level. Amin said these

Dish’s 5G network.

antithetical to the supplier diver-

experiences have prepared the

Dish said that Rakuten Sympho-

company to facilitate a successful

ny’s OBF “will bring even greater

network deployment in Germany.

visibility into the performance

The goal isn’t to become a ven-

“When we think of Germany, we

and operations of the network’s

dor, Amin said—”I don’t like this

just think of marvelous engineer-

cloud-native functions with near

word,”—but to be a platform part-

ing and precision.”

real-time results.” In addition to

ner. “It feels more representative

Dish Network is adding Rakuten

visibility, the data collected by the

of what we want to be. We want to

Symphony to its Operational Sup-

OBF will then be used to optimize

be a platform provider…a platform

port Systems (OSS) vendor roster,

the network through closed loop

that enables future customers to

turning to the company and its

automation.

move toward a far more agile, dig-

sity/carrier optionality mantra of
Open RAN.

observability framework (OBF) to

Given its packaging of a vendor

collect the telemetry data from all

stack into a point or integrated solu-

DNA. I think our approach is going

of Dish’s network functions, which

tion, Rakuten has faced industry

to be utterly different.”

itized,

cloud-/software-enabled

11
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Disaggregation and cloud-native give

will make it easier to deploy and maintain a

operators ‘more choices and control

disaggregated network.

Q

Q
A

into data center and edge cloud envi-

ronments goes to show that the world will be

the role of cloud are shifting network

revolving around data. Data centers for sure will

economic models and creating a more diverse

be a major focus for telecoms, but to maximize

vendor landscape. What’s your perspective on

its utilization, the transport network infrastruc-

how these changes are impacting operators?

ture will also need to be upgraded as well.

A
A Q&A with Vincent Ho, CEO
and Chairman, UfiSpace

Advances in network disaggregation and

A

The migration of telecom workloads

The landscape is changing and it is in

UfiSpace took the lead for disaggregated

part due to the operators’ need to effi-

transport network solutions and will keep inno-

ciently evolve their network. A major benefit to

vating with next generation high speed routers in

the operators adopting disaggregation and go-

alignment with ASIC development and new tech-

ing cloud-native is to have more choices and

nologies such as FlexE and network splicing.

control over the solutions they can deploy.

We are also evolving our data center port-

The introduction of 5G means more small

folio to be more diverse in order to accom-

cells, more spectrum and more complexi-

modate edge cloud applications. UfiSpace

ty to the network. 4G and 5G will coexist for

recently released our 400G high end spine

What’s your view on network disaggre-

the foreseeable future according to GSMA, so

switch built on the Trident4. We will continue

gation and how if UfiSpace address-

operators are also looking at maintaining a

to develop open network data center switches

whole extra network in addition to what they

alongside our disaggregated transport network

already have.

solutions for network operators, cloud service

ing network disaggregation?
Network disaggregation is happening

providers and data centers.

with several live deployment use cases

Network disaggregation is it provides more

in different parts of the transport network. As

flexibility to the network without compromising

the solutions ecosystem strengthen synergies

future adaptation, for example implement-

to create more efficient business models, we

ing new services or transitioning to 5G and

will no doubt see more operators adopt a dis-

beyond. It also allows more efficient use of

site then extending from mobile backhaul to

aggregated network.

equipment and streamlining service opera-

microwave backhaul, private networks, etc…

As a leading enabler of the disaggregated

tions throughout the network such as AT&T us-

transport network, UfiSpace has developed

ing the same UfiSpace disaggregated routers

several platforms for the transport network

for both their IP Edge and IP/MPLS core.

Q

Q

As operators think about disaggregating their transport networks, talk me

through the process of starting at the cell

A

Disaggregating the mobile backhaul
starting at the cell site gateway is a

perfect approach to start network disaggrega-

Given trends around hardware/soft-

tion. Compared with other parts of the trans-

ware disaggregation and the move of

port network like the metro aggregation or core

telecom workloads into data center and edge

backbone, the cell site has lower bandwidth

deployments with major operators. We work

cloud environments, how do you think about

requirements, less subscriber traffic and a

diligently with different software partners to

the long-term evolution of your telecom and

simpler network configuration. This means

extend feature sets and product bundles that

data center solution portfolios?

minimal investment and less risk of network

such as our cell site gateways, aggregation
routers as well as core and edge routers. Each
of these product lines already have live field
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disruption while they implement a disaggre-

erators who are also thinking of greenfield 5G

Dish taps AWS to drive ‘innovation at

gated mobile backhaul. After the value of a

deployments. The success of this deployment

the speed of the cloud’

disaggregated architecture has been verified

will give operators another option for green-

in mobile backhaul, it will be easier to extend

field deployments.

the use cases further into the microwave backhaul and private network.

Q

It may be more difficult for existing net-

Dish, amidst a greenfield 5G network buildout, is using AWS to host
its RAN and 5G Core. Dish Chief

works to migrate because there are service

Network

Part of the appeal of HW/SW disag-

contracts in place. I expect there will be more

Vice President Marc Rouanne told

gregation is supplier diversity. If we

testing and POCs needed even with the Dish/

attendees at AWS re:Invent that the

AWS deployment.

hyperscaler is helping Dish achieve

look historically at larger telecom systems

Officer

and

Executive

vendors, there’s a long arc toward consoli-

The first thing I expect telecom operators

the flexibility and scale they need to

dation. With Open RAN as a focal point, why

will want to see is whether there will be any

become a “network of networks” and

do you think we’re currently seeing a prolifer-

implementation issues and what the value

help provide customized services to

ation of new, more specialized suppliers and

gained. Secondly, would probably be how they

enterprise customers based on speed,

do you think that diversification will remain

will be maintaining network integrity and secu-

latency and other requirements.

or will we eventually return to a pattern of

rity. Then of course, it will come down to how

“It’s not just one size fits all like

consolidation?

flexible this model will be to enable the net-

we used to do,” said Rouanne. “En-

work to evolve and deploy new services.

terprise 5G customers need custom-

A

There will always be a cycle of diversification and consolidation. Whenever a

Q

Operators face stagnant ARPU and

izable services—individualized 5G

could use 5G to deliver and monetize

networks matched to enterprise

new types of data/latency-intensive appli-

needs.This customizability will be a

part in the revolution. Eventually, the smaller

cations like AR/VR or cloud gaming. As op-

game changer for businesses across

companies become bigger or join a bigger

erators bring these services to market, how

the industry and enterprises.”

group to maintain the momentum.

does the traditional approach to QoS/QoE

Dish says it will be the first telecom

monitoring need to change as data rates and

company to run its network on the

traffic levels increase?

public cloud, leveraging AWS. It an-

new and disruptive technology is introduced, a
burst of capable solution providers would take

The beauty of a disaggregation is it fosters
openness so there will always be room for new
comers to provide a better solution. Innovation
can be fostered and the fruits of technology
advancement can be shared with the commu-

A

To meet the demands of the network

nounced a partnership with Spirent

and the consumers, a network should

Communications to enable automat-

be monitored as a whole to ensure end-to-end

ed, large-scale 5G core testing.

nity. Consolidation and diversification could

functionality. We’re seeing more of that with

“Our ambition is to be able to

coexist within the open society.

the introduction of SDN and orchestration

offer one or many slices to any

Using the Dish/AWS partnership as an

platforms. In addition, networks must become

enterprise. Each enterprise could

example, how do you see the role of

more flexible and efficient for deploying new

have many slices: Some high-speed

services. Network disaggregation would en-

slices, some very secure slices, some

The Dish/AWS partnership will definite-

able these things to happen and it is a major

monitoring slices. … The problem

ly have many watchful eyes to see how

reason many operators are adopting a disag-

is that they will have different

gregated architecture.

requirements, so they will have

Q
A

public cloud for network workloads evolving?

successful it will be. Especially for those op-
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different features. They will have

Elastic Kubernetes Service (Ama-

staffing that reduces opex by

different capabilities. Some may

zon EKS) for containerization, and

reducing necessary headcount

optimize for latency, some may op-

it also plans to use AWS machine

•	Operational resiliency resulting

timize for cost, some may optimize

learning at its network edge “to

in increased service availabili-

for reliability or redundancy or se-

help improve service by predicting

ty and redundancy

curity — or all of it. Which means

network congestion at specific loca-

•	Business agility that enables

that the testing of the slice has to

tions, as well as recognizing anoma-

provision of applications and

be specific,” said Rouanne at the

lies in network function, and then

business models to customers

time of the Spirent announcement.

automatically taking corrective ac-

on demand

The vision Dish lays out is that

tions to optimize performance.”

by building its network on AWS,

Discussing the work being done

The role of the public cloud; and will

it will be easier for developers to

with Dish, AWS Principal Solutions

coopetition give way to competition

work within the AWS ecosystem to

Architect Awaiz Khan broke down

at the edge?

put together new 5G applications,

network capex and opex related

leveraging standard APIs to access

savings into four buckets:

data on Dish’s network attributes,

Beyond its various engagements,
including the comprehensive deal

•	An approximately 50% infra-

with Dish, AWS at its recent re:In-

and bringing in AWS services and

structure

by

vent conference introduced its own

partner capabilities for those ap-

leveraging existing AWS infra-

private 5G service that it will pitch

plications. Dish said that using

structure

to enterprise buyers. Taking on the

AWS infrastructure will enable it

•	More

TCO

efficient,

achieved

productive

private 5G market is a dynamic

to offload functions such as analytics, machine learning and related
workloads to AWS so that systems
can act on such data in near-realtime (including using distributed
AWS compute resources such as its
Local Zones for low-latency compute and Outposts for on-premise
fessional services to automate rapid deployment of 5G network slices
customized for enterprises.
Dish will be using AWS’ Graviton2-based instances to run its compute workloads and its Amazon

Image courtesy of AWS

deployments) and lean on AWS pro-
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space with major hyperscalers part-

its technology partners, or whether

Mavenir and global communication

nering with Tier 1 service providers

they will be visible and optional to

service providers, AWS Private 5G

on joint go-to-market, service/prod-

enterprise customers.

can help solve real challenges that

uct development and infrastruc-

AWS announced three customers,

enterprises face in deploying pri-

ture deployment; at the same time,

including itself. These are Dish

vate cellular networks around the

hyperscalers

to

Network, Amazon Fulfillment, and

world. This combination will also

combine their enterprise reach, lib-

Koch Global Services. The latter has

encourage expansion of the cellu-

eralized access to spectrum, move

locations in nearly every U.S. state,

lar industrial IoT ecosystem and ac-

to commodity hardware and grad-

and 60 countries besides, and runs

celerate the delivery of disruptive

ual shift to cloud-native network

companies

private connectivity solutions for

functions to bypass operators.

clothing,

are

positioning

engaged
water,

with

“food,

transportation,

our customers.”

As for the AWS Private 5G prod-

and technology”. Matt Hoag, chief

All three announced customers

uct, it incorporates small cell-based

technology officer at Koch, said:

are taking the AWS Private 5G, the

RAN units, core and RAN software,

“Koch sees great potential in pri-

story goes, and have built dedicated

and subscriber identity modules

vate 5G [but] there are significant

on-site private networks at their fa-

(SIM cards), plus sundry edge serv-

challenges

do-it-yourself

cilities in “days instead of months”.

ers and edge-cloud resources to run

approach. In collaboration with

That is the promise from AWS; that

everything on. AWS did not identify

industry

private 5G can be as quick and easy

in

the

vendors

like

Image courtesy of AWS

software
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as ordering from its website. “With

the power of 5G to establish their

compute, storage, network, spec-

just a few clicks in the AWS console,

own private networks on premises,

trum. For example, AWS Wave-

customers specify where they want

but they tell us that the current ap-

length embeds AWS compute and

to build… and the network capaci-

proaches make it time-consuming,

storage services within telco 5G

ty for their devices – and AWS deliv-

difficult, and expensive to set up

networks, providing mobile edge

ers and maintains [all the private

and deploy private networks. With

computing infrastructure for de-

5G parts],” it said.

AWS Private 5G, we’re extending

veloping, deploying, and scaling

Setup and deployment is auto-

hybrid infrastructure to custom-

ultra-low-latency applications for a

mated, it said, and scales capacity

ers’ 5G networks to make it simple,

wide number of end users.”

“on demand” to support additional

quick, and inexpensive to set up a

It’s clear AWS is serious about 5G,

devices and network traffic. It stat-

private 5G network. Customers can

even if it views it as another appli-

ed: “There are no upfront fees or

start small and scale on-demand,

cation for its distributed compute

per-device costs with AWS Private

pay as they go, and monitor and

infrastructure.cIt is the same for

5G, and customers only pay for the

manage their network from the

the other hyperscalers, too. Except

network capacity and throughput

AWS console.”

Microsoft’s essential focus, argu-

they request.” AWS delivers and

So in the context of larger market

ably, is to own the enterprise appli-

maintains the pre-integrated ra-

machinations, does the AWS Private

cations riding on top of the func-

dio units, servers, core and RAN

5G offer represent competition to

tional networking and compute

software, and SIM cards. No need

traditional telco carriers? “No,” ac-

layers; the fact 5G has been made

to search out, gamble on, and ne-

cording to George Elissaios, general

into

gotiate with “multiple third-party

manager for EC2. “We are partner-

explains its twin-purchase of Af-

vendors”, it said. Once the settings

ing with carriers to meet customer

firmed Networks and Metaswitch

are defined, and the bits and pieces

needs, like access to licensed spec-

last year and its more aggressive go-

are delivered, AWS automatically

trum, demanding radio frequency

to-market strategy at the ‘far’ edge,

configures and deploys the mobile

planning in those bands, [and so on].”

on-site with enterprises.

network. Like a Wi-Fi hotspot, the

But how should they square this

But telcos are walking a fine line

messaging suggests. “To connect

move, to take charge of private 5G

with Microsoft; the likes of Voda-

devices to the private network, cus-

provision, with their collaborations

fone and Verizon, among others, are

tomers simply plug the AWS-sup-

with AWS at the MEC edge?

taking its Azure Edge Zones / Stack

plied SIM cards into their devices.”

“As

complementary,”

an

enterprise

application

Elissaios

Edge products for on-site edge-cloud

David Brown, vice president of

said. “Across the board we are part-

services. Meanwhile, Google Cloud’s

EC2 at AWS, the unit in charge of

nering with CSPs to offer a com-

guiding light is the data itself, and

elastic compute (EC2), said: “Many

plete solution for our customers

making it work for enterprises. Its

of our customers want to leverage

across key building components:

channel strategy appears to be more
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agreeable to the old old telco guard;

Now for some analysis of AWS’s

private 5G networks within the

like AWS – taken at face-value; like

approach to private 5G. “It has sig-

next 24 months. Their motivation

Microsoft, second-guessed – it talks

nificant implications for the wider

to deploy private 5G, it finds, is to

about partnerships.

private networks market,” accord-

improve security, reliability, and

This goes for all the app-side activ-

ing to Pablo Tomasi, principal ana-

speed. The survey quizzed execs in

ity, including for private 5G. Except,

lyst for private networks at Omdia.

Germany, Japan, the U.K., and the

there is talk that Google Cloud is

“It reiterates that hyperscalers are

U.S. 90% of executives expect pri-

developing its own 5G core-network

companies to watch out for in this

vate 5G will become the “standard

package with Altran and Capgemi-

market, as they understand that

network choice”, it says. Over half

ni, so perhaps the jury is out. But the

private networks are not about

of companies plan to deploy a pri-

jury is out, full stop; all the hyper-

connectivity per se but the digiti-

vate 5G network in the next six to

scalers are playing-5G because they

zation enabled by it…The emphasis

24 months, with a further 30% hav-

all want the workloads 5G might

on taking out complexity and cost,

ing already started down the road,

just unleash in the workplace.

also underlines how both elements

it finds.

are still significant challenges in
this market. I would expect this to
better target and gain more traction in the SME segment, rather
than in more complex deployments
with mission critical requirements.
Mobile operators should have understood by now that they are not
the only ones, nor necessarily the
best-placed ones, to drive private
networks.

They

should

rethink

what they can bring to this market
that hyperscalers and SIs cannot. If

“Mobile operators should have
understood by now that they are
not the only ones, nor necessarily the best-placed ones, to drive
private networks.”
Pablo Tomasi, Principal Analyst for
Private Networks, Omdia
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they are serious about private networks they should accelerate their
investments and expand their private networks teams.”
Based on survey results by Economist Impact for NTT, more than
80% of chief information officers
and “senior leaders” plan to deploy

“I would not lose too much
sleep if I were an operator. If
anything, it is a good thing if
AWS can help to improve awareness about private 5G.”
Stefan Pongratz, Vice President,
Dell’Oro Group
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This figure rises to 40% among re-

the reality is private 5G has not

improving the overall value propo-

spondents in Germany, 28% in the

crossed the chasm and still ac-

sition with private 5G.”

U.K., 26% in Japan, and 24% in the

counts for less than 1% of the over-

He continued: “One difference of

U.S. Most executives (80%) agree

all 5G RAN market. It is one thing

course between this and other 5G

that COVID-19 has made it easier to

to say on paper that private 5G is as

as-a-service offerings is the fact

secure the budget needed for 5G de-

easy to deploy as Wi-Fi but most en-

AWS has a healthy balance sheet

ployment. This attitude is strongest

terprises know this is not the case.

and strong installed base of enter-

in Germany, followed by the U.S.,

So any solutions that can address

prise cloud customers. I would not

the U.Kl. and Japan.

some of the pain points preventing

lose too much sleep if I were an op-

Speaking of AWS’s entrance in

more widespread adoption of pri-

erator. If anything, it is a good thing

private 5G, Dell’Oro Group Vice

vate 5G is generally good for the

if AWS can help to improve aware-

President Stefan Pongratzsaid, “My

broader private market. Clearly, the

ness about private 5G. This does

first impression is that it is positive

new AWS package will not address

not change the fact that private

for the private market, especially

all of the speed bumps. But it can

5G deployments without operator

in the U.S. where there is dedicat-

play a role when it comes to boost-

involvement will be the exception

ed private spectrum to work with.

ing awareness, reducing complexi-

rather than the norm – operators

While activity is on the rise with

ties with dimensioning, installing,

still own the lion’s share of the spec-

thousands of projects now globally,

and managing the network, and

trum and they have the expertise
needed to support hybrid networks.’
So operators may still have an advantage but what does AWS’s plugand-play approach mean for other
hyperscalers, and what might that
mean for how cellular networks
are delivered? “For mobile operators, AWS is stressing a partnership
approach. But it will be AWS in customers’ minds and on their bills,” according to Robert Curran, consulting analyst, and Francis Haysom,
principal analyst, both with Apple-

“Broadly, this launch reinforces the direction of travel in the industry – of
telecom as-a-platform, as an enabler…”
Robert Curran, consulting analyst, and Francis Haysom, principal analyst,
at Appledore Research

dore Research. “Which will be hard
for telcos to accept. And telcos may
get pushed back into more complex
and niche customer requirements.
But the focus for AWS is compute,
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storage, networking. It is not an

operator works with AWS and “oth-

applications company, and so the

er cloud providers heavily…So we

launch still offers headroom for

have a lot of cloud infrastructure

CSPs – and for anyone – to create

that we manage ourselves. So when

solutions that meet specific busi-

I talk about 5G core and many of

ness needs.

our other services, a lot of that is

“Broadly, this launch reinforces

our own cloud and how we manage

the direction of travel in the indus-

those services. But also engagement,

try – of telecom as-a-platform, as

strong engagement in the business

an enabler (enabled through soft-

community on what’s going to hap-

ware), where the real value is in

pen on the edge, what are the cloud

how to leverage the combination of

services and computing needs that

connectivity and data to improve

their applications and use cases are

quality, speed, and experience. As-

going to need? And so we’re work-

suming there is a revenue share

ing all the angles…The cloud space

model for technology partners, it

is massively transformative, the

is a more direct commercial prop-

efficiencies and benefits that can

osition than from Google Cloud or

come from all of that. I’m not at a

Microsoft Azure.”

point…where I’m comfortable put-

“The phone isn’t going to ring,
the data session is not going to
happen unless that core service
is up and running. I’m not at the
point yet where I would put that in
the hands of a third party.”
Neville Ray, Vice President of
Technology, T-Mobile US

Based on the DISH combination

ting core services which are critical

agree that things will change. For

with AWS, and what AWS, Micro-

to everything that happens on my

better or worse, the move to soft-

soft and Google Cloud are doing in

network, right? The phone isn’t go-

ware-controlled networks that are

terms of partnering and competing

ing to ring, the data session is not

increasingly dependent on com-

for business at the enterprise edge,

going to happen unless that core

modity

there are two animating questions

service is up and running. I’m not

happening, as is what appears to be

here. Should operators continue to

at the point yet where I would put

an expansion of relevant vendors.

move network workloads into pub-

that in the hands of a third party.”

As hardware/software disaggrega-

infrastructure

is

tion moves from the core, through

lic clouds, and will the coopetition
model for enterprise business con-

server

Conclusion

the transport network, to the RAN

Whether you agree that the fu-

and out to the network edge, the es-

ture of operator networks will be

tablished vendors will adapt, new

T-Mobile US Vice President of

in the public cloud, or whether

vendors will thrive, business mod-

Technology Neville Ray discussed

you agree that hyperscalers or op-

els evolve, and whatever economic

both questions at the recent Oppen-

erators, not both, will dominate

paradigm plays out, innovation will

heimer 5G Summit. He noted the

at the enterprise edge, you must

(hopefully) flourish.

tinue or eventually favor operator
or hyperscaler?

Editor’s note: Enterprise IoT Insights Global Editor-in-Chief James Blackman
contributed to this report as did RCR Wireless News Technology Editor Peter Cohen.
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Dell Technologies
Dell Technologies is ready to serve communications service providers (CSPs)
around the world as they roll out 5G technologies and introduce new edge
network services. We offer the expertise, telecom solutions and services to help
CSPs transform their operations, modernize their networks and enhance their
services portfolio.

UfiSpace
UfiSpace provides end-to-end open networking solutions for mobile, broadband
and cloud service providers. Our dedication to our customers has brought
UfiSpace to the forefront of 5G innovation with worldwide deployments of our
disaggregated cell site gateways, aggregation, core and edge routers.
Contact: sales@ufispace.com
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ufi-space-co-ltd/

Altiostar, a Rakuten Symphony company
Altiostar, a Rakuten Symphony Company, provides 4G and 5G open virtualized
RAN (Open vRAN) software that supports open interfaces and virtualizes the
baseband unit to build a disaggregated multi-vendor, web-scale, cloud-native
mobile network. Operators can add intelligence, quickly adapt the network for
different services and automate operations to rapidly scale the network and
reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Altiostar collaborates with a growing
ecosystem of partners to support a diverse Open RAN supply chain. The Altiostar
O-RAN compliant Open vRAN solution has been deployed globally, including the
world’s first cloud-native commercial-scale mobile network with Rakuten Mobile
in Japan.
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